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SOUTH AFRICAN PAVILION AT THE 15TH ARCHITECTURE EXHIBITION AT LA BIENNALE DI VENEZIA:
PRETORIA’S OWN CITIZEN-LED ORGANIZATION TO SHOW OFF SOME CREATIVE MUSCLE IN VENICE
Every year, millions of people from across the world travel to the historic port city of Venice in Italy
for the annual La Biennale di Venezia. Founded in 1895, the biennale is one of the most prestigious
cultural events in the world and has often been likened to the World Cup of Art and Architecture.
This year will be the 15th International Architecture Exhibition, and will be open to the public from 28
May to 27 November 2016. South Africa will be represented by Cool Capital, the design movement
convened by, Pieter Mathews, principal of Mathews & Associates Architects, that took the Capital City
by storm in 2014.
The planned exhibition, supported by the Department of Arts and Culture, University of Pretoria and
Business and Arts South Africa (BASA), will be hosted at Sale d’Armi at the Arsenale, a 13th-century
building originally used to build and repair ships.
Mathews has been appointed by the Department of Arts & Culture as curator for the South African
Pavilion, which means that he is responsible for selecting local design and architectural projects that
showcase the best of innovation, ingenuity, and talent that the country has to offer.
Every year, the president of the Biennale foundation in Venice appoints an overall creative director
for the year, who then proposes an umbrella theme for the Biennale. The current president, Paolo
Baratta, appointed Chilean Architect Alejandro Aravena for 2016’s exhibition.
Aravena's theme for this year is “REPORTING FROM THE FRONT”. Aravena hopes that the exhibitions
will explore how architecture can, over and above its apparent artistic and cultural aspects, also
address social, political, economic and environmental issues. His intention with this theme is to
“widen the range of issues to which architecture is expected to respond”. Foundation president
Baratta agrees: “we are not interested in architecture as the manifestation of a formal style, but
rather as an instrument of self-government, of humanist civilisation, and as a demonstration of the
ability of humans to become masters of their own destinies.”
Each of the 64 participating countries is expected to construct a pavilion (a temporary installation)
under the guidance of the countries' own curator. The pavilion should reflect and uniquely respond to
the creative director's theme

This year, the South African pavilion will follow a different approach than selecting and curating only a
select few works to exhibit. The refreshingly unconstrained pavilion concept will respond to the
theme by exhibiting the work of hundreds of South African's who participated in a project called Cool
Capital. It is also the first time that the South African Pavilion will feature in the official catalogue
printed and distributed by the Biennale Foundation in Venice.
Cool Capital's intent was unpretentious and simple: dismantle the bureaucratic relationship between
citizens and public space in order to free creativity. Citizens were encouraged to rediscover
marginalized and forgotten parts of the city, to collaborate and to become active agents in the
rethinking of Pretoria as home, place, destination, and capital city.
Cool Capital demonstrated what can be gained when citizens are provided with an unofficial
opportunity to constructively engage with issues they identify in the realm of architecture, art, and
design. According to Pieter Mathews, the curator, the pavilion becomes a call to citizens of any city to
become design activists.
In accordance with the uncurated, DIY nature of Cool Capital, the South African exhibition will be
inclusive and democratic; by representing the work of hundreds of innovative participants, the
pavilion will provide a world platform to lesser-known South African artists, designers, and most
importantly, active citizens. A variety of the documented outcomes as well as the official Cool Capital
Catalogue, detailing the successful citizen-driven interventions will be on display, and the catalogue
will form a big part of the pavilion design.
According to Mr. Saul Kgomotso Molobi, consular-general to the South African Embassy in Milan and
commissioner of the South African pavilion, this year's South African Pavilion will be especially unique.
"This year will be historic in the sense that we will not be taking only a few exclusive architects’ or
artists’ work, but the projects of over 1000 South African participants, probably making this one of the
most representative pavilions in the history of SA’s involvement with the Biennale."
A short documentary film entitled DorpStad will be on display and will give visitors an idea of the
variety of innovative projects that made up the soul of Cool Capital. Numerous original installations
will also be traveling from South Africa will give visitors to the pavilion the authentic Cool Capital
experience.
Tickets for the Biennale can be purchased tickets online at
http://www.labiennale.org/en/architecture/tickets/. Should a trip to Venice remain out of reach this
year, the latest developments and news on South Africa’s pavilion at the Biennale can be found on
the pavilion website www.southafrican2016pavilion.co.za and Cool Capital’s facebook page.
The Cool Capital Catalogue, which explains the initiative and provides a comprehensive scope of the
projects, is on sale at selected bookstores.
Pretoria will not be forgotten, though - all the Cool Capital action continues this year with the second
Cool Capital running concurrently with the biennale in September and October 2016. South
African citizens are encouraged to explore how small interventions can collectively bring about big
change under 2016’s theme ‘small is big”. Numerous exciting projects have already commenced, and
Cool Capital will continue to prove that real creative change does not always have to come from

administrative policy, but lies in the hands and minds of innovative citizens.
For more information:
South African Pavilion: www.southafrican2016pavilion.co.za
Cool Capital: http://www.coolcapital.co.za/news.aspx
Mathews and Associates Architects: http://maaa.co.za/
Cool Capital on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CoolCapitalZA/

La Biennale di Venezia: http://www.labiennale.org/en/architecture/index.html
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